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For the system r(l) + p(t) T(t) + q(f) T(t - 5) = .I’; K(t -p) r(u) dp for t > 0, 
r(t) = g(l) for t E 1-r. 01. conditions have been obtained which ensure that a 
solution of this system is dominated by a nonoscillatory solution in the interval 
I-r, 03 ). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our main purpose, in this paper, is to study the linear integro-differential 
difference equation system 
T(t) + P(t) WI + 4(t) r(t - r’) 
= I-’ K(r -P) T(L) &, t 2 0, (1) 
'0 
T(t) = g(t), t E I-5,Ol (2) 
and show that nonoscillatory solutions of this system can be totally 
controlled by the initial function g(t). Throughout this paper, it is assumed 
that p(t), q(t), and K(t) are continuous on [--5, co), r > 0. q(t) does not 
vanish on any subinterval of [--5, co ] to avoid trivialities. g(f) E Cl-r, 01. 
It is well known [2-4] that the system defined by (1) and (2) has a unique 
solution which can be continuously extended on (-t, a~). 
We call a functionf(t) E C[ ]O, co), R,] (where R, is real line) oscillatory 
iff(t) has arbitrarily large zeros; otherwise we call f(t) nonoscillatory. In 
what follows only nontrivial continuously extendable solutions of Eq. (1) are 
discussed. The term “solution” applies only to such an entity. 
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2. MAIN RESULTS 
With regard to the existence of nonoscillatory solutions of Eq. (1) we have 
the following theorem given in [4, Theorem 2.11. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose q(t) < 0 and K(t) > 0. Let g(t) 2 0 where g(t) is 
the same as in (2). Then the unique solution of (1) and (2) is positive. If, 
however, g(t) < 0, then the corresponding unique solution of the system (1) 
and (2) is negative for t > -r. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose q(t) < 0 and K(f) > 0 for t > -r. Further suppose 
that yz(t) E Cl-r, 00) is a nonnegative solution of Eq. (1) corresponding to 
its nonnegative initial function fi(t) E Cl-r, 01. Let yl(t) E C[-r, 00) be any 
other solution of Eq. (1) subject o f,(t) E C[--5,O] as its initial function. If 
IfiW G f*(t). (3) 
then 
IYl@)l G Y*(O 
for all t E 1-7, a). 
Proof Let R > 0 be arbitrary but fixed. We consider the Banach space 
Cl-r, R ] in uniform norm. Let B be a subset of Cl-r, R ] of those elements 
F(f) that satisfy 
F(t) = f, (t), -T<I<O, (4) 
lW)l G y&h -r<t<R. (5) 
We claim that B is a bounded, closed, and convex subset of the Banach 
space C[--5, R]. Boundedness and closedness of B is easily verified from (4) 
and (5). We now check convexity. Let 1 be a real number such that 
0 < 1 < 1. Suppose F,(t) and F2(f) are any two members of B. Consider the 
function AF,(t) + (1 - A) F,(t). For -r < t < 0, we have 
nF,(t) + (1 - A)F,(O = lfl(t) + (1 - n)f,(t) 
= f,(t). 
(6) 
For 0 < t < R, we have 
I@,@> +(1 - 1) F,(Ol <A P’~(t)l +(1 -A> IF,(t)1 
< AYyz(O +(1 -A) Yz(0 = Y*(t), 
verifying convexity of B. 
(7) 
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Now we define the following map 
such that for all F(t) E B 
(9) 
and 
We claim that the map v/ defined by (9) and (10) is continuous. 
In fact if (F,(t)}?=, is any sequence in B converging in norm to F,(t) in 
B, then since convergence in sup norm implies uniform convergence of a 
sequence of functions all continuous in a closed bounded interval, we 
conclude that for t E [0, R] 
+liexp (j:p(r)dr) j:K(s-p)F,,@)dpds u”iform’y bF,(O) 
. 
1 
’ Ws - PU> FoCIL) 4 ds = y/(Fo(f)). 
0 
Also, for t E [-r, 0] 
‘/@n(t)) = fi@) = v@,(t))* 
Combining the last remarks, we have proved that 
as n + co for t E [-r, R]. This proves the continuity of the map v/. Next we 
shall show 
v:B-+B, (11) 
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i.e., v(B) c B. Let h(t) E B. For ~(h(t)) E B, we must show that 
VW)) = f,(t), -z<t<o, (12) 
I44w))l ,< Y*(t)3 O<t<R. (13) 
Equation (12) being obvious, we only need to show that (13) holds. In fact 
from (10) we have, for 0 < t < R, 
Therefore 
since q(f) < 0 and K(t) > 0. 
In (15) we now make use of condition (3) and the fact that 
h(t) = fi(th -r<t<o. 
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Since, for t E [0, R 1, (5) implies that 
(17) 
(16) and (17) now yield the inequality 
+j~-‘exp (j:+’ ) p(r) dr 147 + 311 Y&> ds 
Since y2(t) is a solution with initial functionf,(t), we have from the original 
equation (1) 
or 
Y;@> = --PO> ~4) - q(t) Y& - 7) + j*JW -PI Y,@) 4 
0 
=~~(O)+/O~exp(j~“p(r)dr) {-ds+7)lf,(s)ds 
+ j:-=exp (,‘-’ p(r) dr ) {--q(s + 711 MS) ds 
(19) 
Comparing (18) and (19) we obtain 
I VWl exp (f p(r) dr) Q Y&I ew (1: dr) d) (20) 
0 
or 
I we))l G Y*(t) (21) 
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since 
With this we have proved that Y(B) c B. Next we shall show that Y(B) is 
relatively compact, i.e., w(B) is compact subset of C[-7, R]. 
Let (g,(t)),“, be a sequence in t&B). We must show that (g,(t)}:= i has a 
convergent subsequence. Since y(B) c B, we have from the definition of B in 
(5) that 
for all n. Thus sequence { g,(t)}~=i is a uniformly bounded sequence of 
continuous functions in a closed bounded interval [-7, R]. If t E [-7,0], 
then since for each n, g,(t) E B, we have from (4) that 
for each n, and hence { g,(t)},“,l has a convergent subsequence. Then let 
t E [0, R]. Since g,(t) E w(B), there exsts h,(t) E B such that 
g,(t) = W(h”W). (23) 
From (10) we have after substitution 
Differentiating (24) we have 
(24) 
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By uniform bounds on g,(t) in (22) and on h,(t) (since B is bounded) and 
continuity ofp(t), q(t), and K(t) in l--5, R], it follows from (26) that for all n 
II si&)ll <A (27) 
where /I is a constant. Thus for I E [0, R], the sequence {g,,(t)}:=, has 
uniformly bounded derivative, whence {g,(t)}:=, is equicontinuous family of 
continuous functions. 
Combining this with (22) we conclude that for t E [0, R], {g,(t)}:=, is a 
uniformly bounded equicontinuous family of functions in a closed bounded 
interval. By the Ascoli-Arzela theorem it has a uniformly convergent subse- 
quence. 
Thus every sequence in y/(B) has a convergent subsequence, proving the 
compactness of w(B). 
Now we appeal to the Sahauder fixed-point theorem which states as 
follows: 
“If B is a closed, convex set of a Banach space and Yy: B + B is 
continuous; and if y/(B) is relatively compact then w has a fixed point in B.” 
From this theorem and the above remarks, it now follows that there exists 
a continuous function F,(t) with the following properties: 
F,(l) =f1(~X --s<t<O, (28) 
f’,(t) exp (1: p(r) dr) 
= F,(O) - it exp (1’ p(r) dr) q(s) F,(s - r) ds 
‘0 0 
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However (28) and (29) imply that F,(t) is a solution of our original equation 
(1) with initial functionf,(t). Since an initial function gives rise to a unique 
solution, we must have 
F,(t) = u,(t)* (31) 
Hence I Y,NI < Y&) in 1-7, RI. 
The following example illustrates the application of this theorem. 
EXAMPLE 1. The system of equations 
T'(t) + 2T(t) - e-'T(t - 7) = 0, t>O (32) 
T(t) = e-', t E 1-7, O] (33) 
has u(t) = e-’ as a nonoscillatory solution for t > -7. Thus all solutions of 
Eq. (32) initially dominated by eer for --t < t < 0 approach zero as f -+ co. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the system 
r(t)-e-f+LT(t--i)=(tT(~)du, t> 0, 
0 (34) 
T(t) = et, t E [-r, 01. (35) 
This system has T(t) = ef as a nonoscillatory solution. Thus every solution of 
Eq. (34) initially dominated by Z’(t) = e’ in [-t, 0] will remain dominated for 
t>o. 
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